Medical Policy

Joint Medical Policies are a source for BCBSM and BCN medical policy information only. These documents
are not to be used to determine benefits or reimbursement. Please reference the appropriate certificate or
contract for benefit information. This policy may be updated and is therefore subject to change.

*Current Policy Effective Date: 11/1/12

(See policy history boxes for previous effective dates)

Title: Acoustic Cardiography

Description/Background
Correlated audioelectric cardiography enables the acquisition of both a 12-lead
electrocardiograph and heart sound data simultaneously. This is a correlated display of EKG
tracings and a visual display of the acoustic heart sounds recorded from an acoustic sensor
placed on the heart. The recordings then undergo computer analysis.
The Audicor sensor is a single-use, non-invasive, disposable medical device that has the ability
to acquire a single-lead EKG signal and a single-lead acoustic signal simultaneously from the
skin surface of a patient. The design then allows the transfer of these signals to an attached
adaptor which itself connects and transfers the signals through patient leads to compatible
cardiographs for acquisition and analysis. The Audicor device received marketing clearance
from the Federal Food and Drug Administration (FDA) through the 510(k) process.
The Audicor system is intended to bring algorithm performance for the detection, size and
location of prior myocardial infarctions and detection of left ventricular hypertrophy (LVH) along
with the identification of 3rd and 4th heart sounds when present early in the diagnostic process.
Regulatory Status:
N/A

Medical Policy Statement
Acoustic cardiography is considered experimental/investigational. Although it may be safe, its
effectiveness has not been proven.
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Inclusionary and Exclusionary Guidelines (Clinically based guidelines that may
support individual consideration and pre-authorization decisions)
N/A
CPT/HCPCS Level II Codes (Note: The inclusion of a code in this list is not a guarantee of
coverage. Please refer to the medical policy statement to determine the status of a given procedure)
Established codes:
N/A
Other codes (investigational, not medically necessary, etc.):
0223T
0224T
0225T

Rationale
The majority of studies of acoustic cardiography identified in the literature evaluate the
technology in two general areas. First, it has been used as an aid for the diagnosis of systolic
function, primarily using S3 detection, or S3 strength, compared to auscultation alone. Other
studies have used acoustic cardiography for optimization of cardiac resynchronization
therapy (CRT), utilizing the parameter of electromechanic activation time (EMAT) and
comparing this method of optimization to Doppler echocardiography. These two categories of
evidence are examined separately as follows:
In patients with suspected heart failure, does acoustic cardiography improve the ability to
diagnose systolic dysfunction, compared with auscultation only?
Michaels et al. (3) evaluated whether acoustic cardiography improved detection of S3 and S4
in 90 patients referred for angiography. A total of 35 subjects at various levels of clinical
experience, from medical student to attending, listened to recordings of each patient’s heart
sounds using auscultation alone, and then using both auscultation and acoustic
cardiography. The gold standard for the presence or absence of heart sounds was the
consensus of 2 experienced readers who were blinded to other aspects of the study.
There was improvement in the ability to detect S3 in each cohort of clinical training, with
overall accuracy improving by between 2-18%. The improvement in accuracy was
statistically significant for more experienced trainees but not for medical students. For
example, using auscultation alone, residents detected an S3 correctly in 68% of patients.
This improved to 85% when auscultation was combined with acoustic cardiography. For
attending physicians, the accuracy of S3 detection was 72% with auscultation alone, and this
was improved to 80% (p<0.01) with the addition of acoustic cardiography.
Maisel et al. (4) evaluated the predictive ability of acoustic cardiography for acute heart
failure in 995 patients greater than 40 years old who presented to the emergency department
(ED) with dyspnea. The main parameter used was the strength of the S3 sound graded on a
0-10 scale. The gold standard for the diagnosis of acute heart failure (AHF) was consensus
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by 2 cardiologists who were blinded to the results of acoustic cardiography. For the entire
population, the S3 strength was predictive of AHF in univariate analysis but was not an
independent predictor in multivariate analysis. For the subpopulation of patients who were
labeled as ‘gray zone’ patients based on an intermediate level of BNP (100-499 pg/mL), the
information from acoustic cardiography improved the diagnostic accuracy of AHF from 4769%. Another potentially problematic subgroup examined was obese patients (body mass
index [BMI] >30), in whom auscultation is often more difficult. In this population, the
sensitivity of S3 detection improved from 14-28% with the addition of acoustic cardiography,
but the specificity decreased from 99-88%.
A second study compared the diagnostic accuracy of acoustic cardiography with brain
natriuretic peptide (BNP) in 433 patients who had results from acoustic cardiography, BNP,
and echocardiography (5). Echocardiography was used as the gold standard to diagnosis of
systolic dysfunction. When compared to BNP alone, acoustic cardiography was more
accurate in diagnosing systolic dysfunction (area-under-the-curve [AUC] 0.88 vs. 0.67,
respectively; p<0.0001). When confined to patients with BNP levels in the indeterminate
range, acoustic cardiography also outperformed BNP in diagnosing systolic dysfunction
(AUC 0.89 vs. 0.64, respectively; p<0.0001).
Thus, acoustic cardiography may improve the accuracy of detection of an S3 heart sound,
although this finding has not been consistent in all subgroups examined. Acoustic
cardiography has not been demonstrated to be an independent predictor of the diagnosis of
acute heart failure when combined with other relevant clinical information. In order to
demonstrate an incremental benefit in the diagnosis of heart failure, the improvement in
diagnostic accuracy with and without acoustic cardiography must be in the context of the
entire spectrum of clinical information collected routinely in the workup of a patient with
suspected heart failure. For example, two studies report that acoustic cardiography improves
the accuracy of heart failure diagnosis for patients with a “gray zone” BNP. However, a gray
zone BNP does not necessarily mean the diagnosis of heart failure is uncertain when all
clinical information is considered; therefore, this type of evidence is not sufficient to conclude
that acoustic cardiography improves the diagnosis of heart failure.
In patients treated with a CRT device, does optimization of hemodynamic parameters by
acoustic cardiography improve outcomes, compared to optimization by Doppler
echocardiography?
Toggweiler et al. (6) reported that optimization of CRT settings by EMAT resulted in
improved measures of clinical and hemodynamic factors such as work capacity, maximum
oxygen uptake, ejection fraction, and end-systolic volume. However, this study did not
compare EMAT with Doppler echocardiography and thus does not offer relevant data on this
question.
Zuber et al. (7) reported the correlation of optimal atrio-ventricular (AV) and interventricular
(VV) intervals, as determined by echocardiography and acoustic cardiography in 43 patients
with a CRT device. There was a high correlation for the optimal AV delay intervals (r=0.86,
p<0.001) and a moderate correlation for the VV delay intervals (r=0.58, p<0.05). These
authors also reported that the test-retest reproducibility was higher for the EMAT method
(r=0.91) than for echocardiography (r=0.35) and that the intraobserver variability was similar
for EMAT versus echocardiography (9.9% vs. 8.5%, respectively).
In a similar study, Hasan et al. (8) reported the correlation of acoustic cardiography and
echocardiography for optimization of CRT in 22 subjects. The correlation between the overall
values as determined by each method was high (r=0.90, p<0.001). In the majority of patients
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(77.3%), the values obtained from echocardiography and acoustic cardiography were within
20 msec of each other. The authors also reported that acoustic cardiography took less time
to perform and was easier to interpret.
Taha et al. (9) also evaluated the correlation of acoustic cardiography with echocardiography
for optimization of CRT settings, using the parameter of S3 signal strength rather than
EMAT. There was a high correlation between the 2 parameters for optimization of AV delay
(r=0.86, p<0.001) and a somewhat lower correlation for optimization of VV delay (r=0.64,
p<0.001). For VV delay, the optimal intervals were identical in 56% of patients, and for VV
delay the optimal intervals were identical in 75% of patients.
Zuber et al. (10) evaluated the agreement in optimal AV and VV values using a number of
different optimization methods in 20 patients treated with a CRT device. The different
methods included various sequencing of Doppler echocardiography and EMAT parameters.
There was poor agreement between the different methods of optimization, and there was not
one method that was clearly preferable to the others.
Thus, there is a high correlation between optimization of CRT settings by Doppler
echocardiography and acoustic cardiography using EMAT values. EMAT may be simpler and
easier to perform compared to Doppler echocardiography. However, it is extremely unlikely
that clinical centers performing CRT optimization would not have expertise in performing
echocardiography for this purpose. There is no evidence that health outcomes are improved
when using acoustic cardiography for optimization compared to echocardiography.
Summary
Acoustic cardiography is a technique that integrates electric and acoustic information in order
to enhance the ability to detect and characterize heart sounds. Published literature has
evaluated the use of acoustic cardiography in two areas: 1) as an aid in the diagnosis of
heart failure, and 2) for optimization of hemodynamic parameters in patients with a CRT
device.
A number of published articles support that acoustic cardiography improves the detection of
an S3 compared to auscultation alone. However, there is no evidence that acoustic
cardiography contributes independent predictive information when added to a standard
clinical workup for heart failure that includes physical exam findings, laboratory testing, and
routine imaging studies.
When used to optimize CRT settings, several studies report that acoustic cardiography has a
high correlation with Doppler echocardiography. No studies have demonstrated that acoustic
cardiography is superior to echocardiography for this purpose, and therefore there is no
evidence that acoustic cardiography improves outcomes when used for optimization of CRT
therapy.

Government Regulations
National: There is no national coverage determination.
Local: There is no local coverage determination.
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Michigan Department of Community Health: According to MDCH, procedure
codes 0223T-0225T are manually priced and supporting clinical documentation must be
submitted.
(The above Medicare information is current as of the review date for this policy. However, the coverage
issues and policies maintained by the Centers for Medicare & Medicare Services [CMS, formerly HCFA] are
updated and/or revised periodically. Therefore, the most current CMS information may not be contained in
this document. For the most current information, the reader should contact an official Medicare source.)

Related Policies
N/A
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Effective Date

BCBSM
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BCN
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Routine Maintenance
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added 0223T, 0224T and 0225T
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8/21/12

Policy title changed from “Correlated
Audioelectric Cardiography” to
“Acoustic Cardiography”. Policy
reformatted to mirror BCBSA. No
change to policy position.

Next Review Date:

3rd Qtr, 2013
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Comments

BLUE CARE NETWORK BENEFIT COVERAGE
POLICY: ACOUSTIC CARDIOGRAPHY
I. Coverage Determination:
Commercial HMO
(includes Self-Funded
groups unless otherwise
specified)

Not covered

BCNA (Medicare
Advantage)

Individual consideration

BCN65 (Medicare
Complementary)

Coinsurance covered if primary Medicare covers the
service.

Blue Cross Complete of
Michigan

Individual consideration

II. Administrative Guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The member's contract must be active at the time the service is rendered.
The service must be authorized by the member's PCP except for Self-Referral Option
(SRO) members seeking Tier 2 coverage.
Services must be performed by a BCN-contracted provider, if available, except for
Self-Referral Option (SRO) members seeking Tier 2 coverage.
Payment is based on BCN payment rules, individual certificate and certificate riders.
Appropriate copayments will apply. Refer to certificate and applicable riders for
detailed information.
CPT - HCPCS codes are used for descriptive purposes only and are not a guarantee
of coverage.
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